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DESIGN NEWS

Sam Yuide takes a look at what’s hot in the world of interiors

DESIGNER Louis Henri has a fascination

with trees which he calls the guardians
of the world. His latest painting, Natural,
shows a group of trees he first saw driving
out of Antibes on the coast road to Cannes
when he was working on a villa project at
Cap d’Antibes and which he has painted
in different styles for many years. For this
painting he achieved an ethereal effect using
gold leaf, manipulating the mass to suggest
rays of light breaking through. It was painted
on gessoed board in his London studio and
measures 154cms x 154xms.
T: +44 (0)207 622 8343 | www.louishenri.com

The Urbo kitchen from Roundhouse unites
sleek lines with new edgy urban finishes. The
combination of the Driftwood finish cabinets
with the concrete worktop (made in situ)
and stainless steel insert is subtle yet striking.
T: +44 (0)207 297 6220
www.roundhousedesign.com
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Describing themselves as The Art Mosaic Factory seems like an exercise in
understatement by Sicis. Their superior hand-made mosaic designs grace some
of the most exclusive private houses, hotels, spas and swimming pools across
the world. This stunning foyer from the Design Hotel Shanghai showcases their
talents, bringing opulence and warmth to the space. The walls are covered in
mosaics from their Gold collection and the floor features a design from the
SiciStone Collection. T: + 39 02 876 099 | www.sicis.com

Evok, a four-piece modular seating collection,
from Nathan Anthony is being expanded
with a sofa. Evok features a series of stacked,
colour-blocked layers, providing opportunities
for personal expression. In addition each layer
is available in different colours, and each
piece features a band of wood between the
upholstery for enhanced contrast.
T: 001 323 584 1315
www.nathananthonyfurniture.com

THIS STUNNING glass chandelier
from Harlequin London caused
quite a stir when it was shown at the
Decorex interiors show a couple of
months ago.The Baccarat nine Light
Zénith sur la lagune chandelier has
multi-coloured parrots nesting among
its branches.
T: +44 (0)207 384 1911
www.harlequin-london.com
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This stylish new Gobi chair by
Nathan Anthony is certain to
make a statement wherever it is
used. This simple, accent design
features a seamless roll-over
fabric application combined
with leather/down cushions and
pillows.
T: 001 323 584 1315

The Ocean Leather Collection
by Decorum Est, is made from
the fish leather of salmon,
wolffish, cod and perch, can
be coloured at source to create
unique hues and textures before
being intricately overlaid onto
stone to create an astonishing
accent for walls and floors.
T: +44 (0)207 731 5556
www.decorumest.co.uk

Ana Barreto creates unique
pieces of furniture for those
who appreciate style and
functionality. The Primrose
table perfectly illustrates
her vision of beautiful
craftsmanship.
T: +44 (0)208 744 9777
www.anabarretointeriors.com

Timeless Chesterfields has
hand-crafted quality, traditional
Chesterfield furniture in its
Lancashire workshop for
over 30 years. Each piece is
painstakingly built by hand in
a traditional, time-honoured
way, using only the finest raw
materials
T: +44(0)120 436 8413
www.TimelessChesterfields.com
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www.nathananthonyfurniture.com

THESE SUPERB tailor-made headboards by Ensemblier
bring together extensive research of 18th Century
furniture design, the best artisanal fabric houses and the
design talents of creator’s interior designer Tara Craig
and architectural historian, Emma Storey. Each bespoke
headboard is hand-made in small workshops across
England using sustainable materials and traditional
skills. Ensemblier also offer a range of co-ordinating
beds. www.ensemblier.squarespace.com

Featuring hand-tied coil springs and 50/50 down/feather-filled seat,
arm and back cushions, the Kennet Sofa is the latest addition to
the small range of truly bespoke, traditionally upholstered furniture
from Roy Coles and his team of specialist craftsmen at Black Barn
Sofas. T: 44(0)167 256 4326 | www.blackbarnsofas.co.uk

Le Brésil is a collection full
of poetry which successfully
combines the beautiful
panoramic of Zuber wallpaper
and elegance and refinement of
Haviland collections.
T: +44 (0)207 824 8265
www.zuber.fr

Capitol Carpet supply and
install all types of domestic and
commercial carpet and flooring,
they have a wide range of
versatile flooring products.
T: +44 (0)800 298 1544
www.capitolcarpets.co.uk

Eres sofa in leather
Pleated Triton ottoman
Flicka Ash hide rug
Design Tina Nicole TM

NATHAN ANTHONY®
MADE IN THE USA
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Available at select Fine Furniture Retailers, Architectural Firms and to the Trade
© 2015 Nathan Anthony Furniture. All rights reserved.

#nafurniture

nathananthonyfurniture.com
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